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Fermi-Liquid versus Non-Fermi-Liquid Behavior in Triple Quantum Dots
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We study the effect of electron hopping in triple quantum dots modeled by the three-impurity Anderson
model. We determine the range of hopping parameters where the system exhibits the two-channel Kondo
effect and has non-Fermi-liquid properties in a wide temperature interval. As this interval is entered from
above, the conductance through the side dots increases to a half of the conductance quantum, while the
conductance through the system remains small. At lower temperatures the conductance through the
system increases to the unitary limit as the system crosses over to the Fermi-liquid ground state.
Measuring the differential conductance in a three-terminal configuration provides an experimental probe
into the NFL behavior.
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Quantum impurity models describe interaction between
a pointlike impurity with internal degrees of freedom and a
continuum. The Kondo model of a magnetic impurity
accounts for the screening of the impurity spin with decreasing temperature (the Kondo effect). Generalized
Kondo models, such as the two-channel Kondo (2CK)
model and the two-impurity Kondo (2IK) model, display
NFL physics and quantum criticality, which are the central
paradigms used to interpret the unusual behavior found in
some systems at low temperatures. The 2CK model may
explain unusual logarithmic temperature dependence of
the magnetic susceptibility and linear vanishing of the
quasiparticle decay rate in some Ce and U compounds at
low temperatures [1]. The 2IK model was applied to study
the competition between magnetic ordering and Kondo
screening, which determines the ground state of the
heavy-fermion compounds [2].
Quantum dots provide tunable mesoscopic realizations
of quantum impurity models [3,4], where the relevant
model is usually the ordinary single-channel Kondo or
Anderson model [5]. The magnetic moment is either fully
screened for a spin-1=2 impurity with Fermi-liquid (FL)
ground state or underscreened for a S > 1=2 impurity with
a singular FL ground state [6]. Recently, several experimental realizations of the 2CK model using quantum dots
have been proposed [7]. In the system of three quantum
dots, a small dot embedded between two larger dots, the
channel asymmetry can be tuned to small values and NFL
behavior was predicted in a limited temperature range [8].
We consider two related systems of three Anderson
impurities coupled in series between two conduction channels. We analyze new behavior that results from the presence of two equivalent screening channels combined with
either two-stage Kondo screening [3] or magnetic ordering
[4], which both lead to a single uncompensated spin at
intermediate temperatures. If the impurities are coupled
only by exchange interaction, the system has a NFL ground
state of the 2CK type with a residual ln2=2 entropy [1,9]. In
the experimentally relevant case where the exchange inter0031-9007=07=98(4)=047203(4)

action is generated by the superexchange mechanism due
to electron hopping, the channel symmetry is broken and
the system is described by the asymmetric 2CK model. We
analyze the parameter ranges where NFL behavior is exhibited and identify the regime where the experimental
observation is most likely.
Models.—We study the three-impurity models described by the Hamiltonian H  Hb  Himp  Hc , where
P
Hb  ;k; k cyk ck describes the left and right conP
duction lead (  L, R) and Hc  k Vk cyLk d1 
cyRk d3  H:c: describes the coupling of the bands to
the left and right impurity (numbered 1 and 3, while 2 is
the impurity in the middle). Himp is either the Hubbard
Hamiltonian (model I)
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where U is the on-site Coulomb electron-electron repulP
sion, ni   dyi di is the electron number on site i and t
is the interimpurity hopping, or the exchange-only variant
of the former (model II)
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where Si  12  dyi   di is the spin operator on site i
[ is the vector of Pauli matrices], and J is the exchange
constant. We set J to the superexchange value of J 
4t2 =U to relate the two models for t  U. Both models
are particle-hole (p-h) symmetric. Replacing spin exchange interaction with hopping enables charge transfer
between the channels and induces channel asymmetry
[8,10] which drives the system to a Fermi-liquid ground
state [1].
In model I three different regimes are expected as t is
decreased [11]: molecular-orbital (MO) Kondo regime,
antiferromagnetic spin-chain (AFM) Kondo regime and
two-stage Kondo (TSK) regime. In MO regime, two elec-
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FIG. 1 (color online). Charge fluctuations and spin-spin correlations of model I (lines without symbols) and model II (lines
with symbols) as a function of the interdot coupling t (for
model I) or corresponding J  4t2 =U (for model II). The MO
regime is characterized by large on-site charge fluctuations, the
AFM regime by negative spin correlations of neighboring
spins 1–2 and positive correlation of spins 1–3, and the TSK
regime by vanishing spin correlations.
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S1  S2 and between side impurities S1  S3 . For model I,
the smooth crossover from MO to AFM
p regime, predicted
to occur on the scale of t1  U=2 2 0:35D [11], is
reflected in the decrease of charge fluctuations and the
increase of spin-spin correlations. The crossover from
AFM to TSK regime occurs when J  TK1 or t2 
1:7103 D: as t decreases past t2 the spin-spin correlations
tend toward zero as the spins decouple. For model II, the
results in the TSK regime match closely those of model I,
while in the AFM regime near t  t1 the differences become notable. Large values of J
 suppress charge
fluctuations on side-dots, n1 2 ! 0, while local moments
on impurities tend to form a well developed AFM spinchain (for comparison, in isolated three-site spin chain
hS1  S2 i  1=2 and hS1  S3 i  1=4).
In Fig. 2 we plot the impurity contribution to susceptibility and entropy. The ground state of model I is nondegenerate, simp  0, and the impurities are fully screened
for all t. In the MO regime the system undergoes singlechannel Kondo screening with TK that increases with t and
becomes constant for t
U, see Fig. 3. In the AFM
regime, the binding of spins is most clearly discernible in
the curves calculated at t=D  0:05 which show a kink in
simp at 3 ln2 (local moment formation), followed by an
exponential decrease to simp  ln2 at T  4t2 =U. The
Kondo screening in the AFM regime is of the singlechannel type for t=D * 0:02. Between t=D  0:02 and t2

Tχimp(T)/(gµB)

trons occupy bonding molecular orbital, while the third
electron in nonbonding orbital develops local moment
which is Kondo screened. In the AFM regime, three onsite local moments bind at T  J  4t2 =U into a rigid
antiferromagnetic spin chain with total spin 1=2; this is
followed by the screening of the collective spin. In the TSK
regime, the moments are quenched successively: on the left
and right dot at the upper Kondo temperature TK1 , while on
middle dot at an exponentially reduced lower Kondo temperature TK2 [11,12]. All three regimes become qualitatively similar at sufficiently low temperature: the
remaining degree of freedom is one spin-1=2 coupled to
two Fermi liquids. The most general effective Hamiltonian
describing model I that is allowed by the symmetries is the
2CK model with broken channel symmetry. Between TSK
and AFM regimes, we identify a wide crossover region
where NFL behavior is experimentally most accessible.
Model II has AFM and TSK regimes separated by the
crossover regime. There is clearly no MO regime; instead,
the AFM regime extends to the region of high J, where the
two models describe very different physical systems. Since
the left and right conduction channels are not communicating (in the sense that there are no L $ R cotunneling
processes), the channel symmetry is maintained and a
stable 2CK NFL ground state is expected for all J. In
both models (I and II) NFL behavior sets in at the highest
temperature in the crossover regime.
Results.—We performed calculations using the numerical renormalization group (NRG) method (  4) [13].
We assumed a constant density of states 0  1=2D,
where 2D is the bandwidth, and a constant hybridization
strength   0 jVkF j2 . In Fig. 1 we show the ground state
expectation values of charge fluctuations ni 2 
n2i  hni i2 and spin-spin correlations between neighboring
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FIG. 2 (color online). Impurity susceptibility and entropy for
model I (full lines) and model II (dashed line) with J  4t2 =U.
Lozenges 䉬 are a fit to Bethe-Ansatz results for one-channel
Kondo model (multiplied by two and shifted by 1=4) and squares
䊏 are a fit to NRG results for 2CK model. Inset: TK2 
aTK1 expbTK1 =J scaling of the second Kondo temperature
of model I. a  0:97, b  4:4, TK1 =D 1:0105 .
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there is a crossover regime with NFL-like properties. Here
magnetic ordering competes with the single-channel
Kondo screening of left and right impurity. The magnetic
moment is rapidly quenched at T  Tscr  J, yet the entropy does not go to zero but exhibits a ln2=2 NFL plateau.
At still lower temperature T , NFL fixed point is destabilized by the channel asymmetry and the system crosses
over to the FL ground state characteristic of the conventional Kondo model. Note that in this regime Tscr is high
while T is low (Fig. 3), making this range suitable for
experimental study of NFL physics.
In the TSK regime, the left and right impurity are
screened by the single-channel Kondo effect at temperature
TK1 that is nearly the same for all t & t2 (Fig. 3). The central impurity is screened by the 2CK effect at TK2 , below
which the system is near the NFL fixed point with ln2=2
entropy. In the inset to Fig. 2 we show that TK2 scales as
TK2 / TK1 expbTK1 =J, as expected for the TSK effect
[12].
Model II has a stable NFL ground state. For low J, it has
a TSK regime where the Kondo temperature TK2 , determined by J, is lower than that of the corresponding model I
(Fig. 3). In the crossover regime physical properties of
model II for T > T match closely those of model I. In
the AFM regime, the Kondo temperature is a nonmonotonous function of J. The energy required to break the
doublet spin-chain state increases with J and the effective
Kondo exchange constant JK / =J decreases. TK therefore decreases exponentially with increasing J.
Fixed points.—By comparing NRG eigenvalue flows,
we have verified that for any t  0 the model I flows to the
same strong coupling FL fixed point. The spectrum is a
combination of two FL spectra: one for odd-length and one
for even-length free electron Wilson chain [13]. The odd
channel gathers a =2 phase shift, while the even channel
has zero phase shift. Since the conductance is given by
G  G0 sin2 o  e  with G0  2e2 =h, the system is
fully conducting at T  0 for any nonzero t. Weak pertur-

(simp/kB)/ln2

FIG. 3 (color online). Crossover scales of models I and II as
functions of the interdot coupling. The magnetic screening
temperature Tscr is defined by Tscr Tscr =g B 2  0:07; it is
equal to the Kondo temperature when screening is due to the
single-channel Kondo effect. T is here defined as
simp T =kB  ln2=4.

bations of the form H 0  Vni are marginal, therefore the
triple quantum dot system has an extended region of high
conductance as a function of the gate voltage [11]. The
unstable intermediate temperature fixed-point spectrum of
model I is in agreement with the conformal field theory
predictions for the 2CK model [9] (Fig. 4). The same fixed
point is obtained for all J in model II.
Robustness of the NFL regime.—In model I, the channel symmetry is broken intrinsically by the interimpurity hopping, which contributes a left-right cotunneling
term of the form JLR S  sLR  sRL  to the effective
Hamiltonian (sLR is the left-right spin operator sLR 
y
1P 0
0
2 kk  cLk   cRk  ) [8]. The impurities then couple to
a symmetric and antisymmetric combination of channels
with exchange constants JS;A  Javg JLR . The asymmetry parameter A  =J 2 with   0 JS  JA  
20 JLR and J  0 JS  JA =2  0 Javg determines the
crossover scale T =TK A2 [5]. Estimating JS and JA for
t=D  0:005 using the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation we
obtain A2  106 , to be compared with T =Tscr  105
determined by the NRG calculation. The discrepancy appears due to competing magnetic ordering and Kondo
screening (and emerging two-stage Kondo physics); simple scaling approach fails in this case.
We have performed a range of calculations for various
perturbations for t=D  0:005. The ln2=2 NFL plateau
persists even
P for large deviations from thep-h symmetry
(H 0  V i ni up to V=U 0:2), for broken left-right symmetry or parity (H 0  Vn1  n3  up to V=U 0:2), and
for unequal on-site repulsion parameters Ui . The only
‘‘dangerous’’ perturbations are those that increase the
channel asymmetry; these can be compensated in experiments by tuning electrode voltages.
Transport properties.—The qualitative temperature dependence of the zero-bias conductance through the system can be inferred in a very rough approximation from
the frequency dependence of the spectral functions.
The conductance through the system is given by
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FIG. 4 (color online). NRG eigenvalue flow of model I ( 
2, z  1) in the crossover regime (below) and the corresponding
impurity entropy (above). The states are classified according to
the total isospin and total spin quantum numbers, (I, S). Black
full strips correspond to FL spectrum. Gray (red online) hatched
strips are at energies (after rescaling by 1.296) 18 , 12 , 58 , 1 [9].
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FIG. 5 (color online). Dynamic properties of model I in the
AFM (dashed lines) and in the crossover regime (full lines).
Upper panel: on-site spectral function A1 ! of the left dot.
Lower panel: out-of-diagonal spectral function A13 ! squared.
Temperature T is of order T , TK is of order Tscr .

Gserial =G0 4A13 2 [14] and the conductance through
a side dot in three-terminal configuration by Gside =G0
A1 [15]. The appropriately normalized spectral densities are shown in Fig. 5 for the cases of crossover regime
with a NFL region and AFM regime with no discernible
NFL behavior. In the NFL region (t=D  0:005 and T &
T & Tscr ), the conductance Gside  1=2G0 , while Gserial 
0. The increase of the conductance through the system at
T & T is concomitant with the crossover from NFL to FL
fixed point, since charge transfer (or, equivalently, channel
asymmetry) destabilizes the NFL fixed point as in the twoimpurity case [10]. In the AFM regime with no NFL
region, both conductances increase below the same temperature scale, i.e., T & Tscr .
In A1 !, the Hubbard peak at U=2 corresponds to adding an electron to the site, while the ‘‘magnetic-excitation’’
peak at J appears when, after adding an electron, the
electron with the opposite spin hops from the impurity
into the band. This breaks the AFM spin chain, increasing the energy by J. This magnetic peak evolves into a
‘‘molecular-orbital’’ peak at the energy of the nonbonding
orbital (for t in MO regime) or into the Kondo peak of the
side dot (for t in TSK regime).
Conclusion.—In a wide interval around thep-h symmetric point, the triple quantum dot system has a FL ground
state with high conductance at T  0. The different regimes exhibit different approaches to this fixed point. The
most likely candidate for observing 2CK behavior is the
crossover regime with competing magnetic ordering and
Kondo screening, J  TK . In this regime the NFL behavior
occurs in a wide temperature range and it is fairly robust
against various perturbation that do not additionally increase the channel asymmetry. The signature of the NFL
behavior can be detected by measuring Gside and Gserial in a
three-terminal configuration. Properly choosing parameters of the triple quantum dot system to set it into the
crossover regime represents a road map for observation
of NFL behavior.
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We remark that all systems of quantum dots described as
Kondo or Anderson impurities that are coupled to two
noninteracting leads belong to the same class of quantum
impurity problems with four (spin and channel) flavors of
bulk fermions [2,16]. The boundary conformal field theory
approach allows for systematic determination of all possible nontrivial (NFL) fixed points. It would be interesting
to investigate the inverse problem of finding the microscopic Hamiltonians which renormalize to these points.
Since renormalization-group transformations are not invertible, this appears as a formidable task that would involve
considerable guesswork. Nevertheless, its resolution would
provide important insight into a variety of possible experimental realizations of mesoscopic NFL systems with
purely local interactions.
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